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We are a pipe bursting manufacturing &
repair facility. We specialize in configured
trenchless systems as well as trenchless
replacement par ts.

TRENCHLESS EQUIPMENT PIPE BURSTING
At Trenchless Equipment (TE), the pipe bursting equipment manufacturer, we have a wide range of bursting heads
for the contractor’s pipeline replacement needs. As the Exclusive Distributor for Pipe Bursting Parts (PBP), TE
distributes bursting heads that will last up to 3 times longer than heads made from mild steel and case hardened.
PBP bursting heads start out with stronger metal. These heads are then "Through Hardened" so they can stand up
to the rigors underground pipe replacement. The bursting heads split or burst the pipeline apart and spread the
ground cover apart in order to make way for the new pipe being pulled into place.

THE 4-INCH QUICK LOCK PIPE BURSTING HEAD
The 4” Quick Lock Pipe Bursting Head works quickly locks onto the pipe by using an expander that expands the pipe
inside the burst head locking it in place. The closed socket connection connects to an open socket connection on
¾” Wire rope. This connection allows close hole entry in tight configurations or small entry pits.

TRENCHLESS EQUIPMENT SOLUTION

PBP has been manufacturing pipe bursting equipment for over 22 years. In this time, they’ve worked closely with
contractors and municipalities who’ve used other trenchless equipment technology and based upon contractor and
municipality’s input PBP has made improvements in technology. TE will never sell a tool that hasn’t been thoroughly
tested in the field prior to marketing it to the public.

TE prides itself on superior customer service and commit to working closely with its clients to ensure that Pipe
Bursting Parts equipment and accessories generate confidence in the contractors’ ability to provide superior service
to their clientele.

WE HAVE 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
In California at: 2524 Industrial Rowe, Turlock, CA 95380 (510-568-0809)

Another location in the: Midwest in Kansas City, MO (816-500-9097)

trenchlessequipment19@gmail.com


